The issue of speech enhancementin reverberantrooms has been extensivelyaddressed. The use of subband decompositiontiough nested karrayshas been shownto be very efficient for this ta~. Recenfly,the coherence/noncoherencenature of the sound field has been used to separatethe wide-bandspeechsignalinto coherentidlfise subbands, obtainedfrom the sine fmction that characterizesthe diffuse field predictionfor a given separationbetweenmicrophones. The processingscheme proposed here takes advantageof both ideas. A three band nested array is used to avoid spatial sdiasing,while further processing is performed using GSC-denved frequency domain fdtetig to process the coherent subbandsand Wienerfalteringfor the diffuseones.~T RODUCTION Hands-free communication in noisy and reverberant rooms appears not eaw to tackle with fier years of different approaches both from the acoustical and the signal processing communities. Though steering zeros in the direction of the noise arrival is a reasomble approach when one or several noise sources are present in free field conditions, this approach will fail if modemte or strong reverberation is present. A modified Grfiths-Jim structure has been tested as pre-processing stage to a speaker identflcation system in rd conditions with excellent restits for a single noise source quite close to the microphone array (1). However, the usd condition in offices or meeting rooms is that moderate reverberation is present and the noise sources, as computer fans or air conditioning systems, are placed quite apart from the receivers. h this case, we cannot ti of a direction of arrival of the noise si@, and a combination of a coherent noise field, associated with the direct path and early reflections, and a dfise one, associated with the late reflections, will be present together.
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NOISE~LD~RE~BERANT ROOMS
In diffuse pure-tone sound fields, the phase difference between two pressure signals can be regarded as a random variable. k such a room, the coherence of two pressure signats can be estimated (2) by the expression:
;p(@,r)=[si;!;;:;T where r is the distance between microphones. k the other hand, as the noise field approaches the free field condition, the coherence approaches to one. Consequendy, we can expect an intermediate situation in usual rooms as we can obseme in figure 1 .
, , From previous works, we see that Genertized Sidelobe Cancelhg (GSC) based approaches have shown effective in coherent noise fields (3), w~e the use of Wiener post-filtetig has done it with diffuse ones (4). We will take advantage of these two approaches after red-time estimations of the coherence of the noise field at the receivers. The linear microphone array is composed by nine microphones, grouped into three subarrays of five elements spaced 4, 8 and 16 cm. corresponding to the bands of 2-8-, 1-2~z and 0-1~z respectively (f, = 16~). The delay compensation is performed in the frequency domain after FFT conversion, based on a genefized cross-correlator applied to the speech si~segments (5). Addittiondly, the averaged coherence between pairs of microphones at each band of interest is re-estimated and time-averaged w~e speech activity is not detected. These frequency dependent data are averaged in 1 _ subbands, which are used to decide if the noise field in that subband is 'coherent' or 'diffuse'. If a subband is marked as coherent, it will be processed through a motiled Gfiths-Jim structure, with the use of Multidelay Block Frequency Domain adaptive filters (6) .~the case of fisse subbands, the Wiener filter is obtained from the cross-power spectral densities of the input pairs. At the output tie spectml information of the current frame is again converted to the time domain through an inverse~.
E~E_NTS Am~SULTS
The system has been first tested in a simulated room, outperforming the 'delay and sum' and the cGfiths-Jim' structure in the same conditions, both in spectral distance to the ori@ phrases and perceptual qutity. Moreover, the system has been tested in rd conditions with the Carnegie Mellon University (CW Multichannel database, which contains simultaneous recordings of clean speech, through a had-mounted close-tilking microphone, and multichannel recording from a 15 microphone linear nested array, divided in several corpora (combinations of speech source at 1 or 3 meters horn the center of the array, office or laboratory room, far fan noises or interferent jamming noise at 450). Promising results have been obtained with the CMU database, which will be Wly described at the conference together with a detailed description of the system, just sketched in this short contribution.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, the nature of the noise field in enclosed rooms has been studied. Its coherenti~sse characteristic, which is unpredictable for a new room or situation and has to be red-time estimated, is exploited in order to enhance the noisy speech signal received at the microphones of the army. The results obtained show better performance than previous approaches, and cofihm the theoretical expectations.
